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Application of a 

bio combustible burner

Accensione 

automatica

Series 22

Pellet Electronic

KALOR/NA

This is a Boiler for heating and producing hot water 

and using solid minced fuels from renewable energy 

sources: pellets, almond shells, filbert shells, 

pistachio shells, pine nuts shells. It produces energy 

at low cost using natural fuels. It ensures a saving of 

up to 80% compared to the classical fuels. It is used in 

all sectors: agricultural, industrial and domestic. You 

can also use other fuels such as gas-oil, l.p.g. or 

methane, bio diesel, rapeseed oil with a previous 

application of suitable burner (optional). It also works 

to large sized wood fed through the loading door. The 

boiler is controlled by a digital control panel that 

automatically manages all the functions of the boiler: 

from the automatic ignition of the fuel to the turning off; some special sensors and probes continually test the 

operation of the boiler regulating the quantities of material and optimizing the consumptions. The control panel 

also manages the operation with the auxiliary burner.

It is available to run with 20.000 to 100.000 Kcal/h. KALORINA/E PELLET can be provided with a SIL-MAX 

800 guaranteeing a weekly autonomy.

On the boilers with potentiality from 40.000 to 60.000 kcal/h, on demand, it can be applied a “scambiatore” 

with a double copper serpentine that produces the sanitary warm water. All the models can be also integrated 

with the Solar Systems, guaranteeing a further saving.

The company can change the size and the characteristics without notice and 
takes no responsibility for errors in transcription or printing

K2202 E K2204 E K2206 E K2208 E K2210 E

rated thermal power KW 20 46 69 93 116

Maximum allowable working 
pressure

bar 3 3 3 3 3

Class boiler efficiency

Maximum allowable working 
temperature 

°C 85 85 85 85 85

Water content l 64 116 158 200 240

Rated voltage V 230 230 230 230 230

rated current A 4,7 4,7 4,75 4,75 4,75

Nominal frequency Hz 50-60 50-60 50-60 50-60 50-60

Nominal power W 680 680 740 740 740

width 1136 1276 1276 1276 1276
depth 850 920 1120 1320 1520
height 1040 1230 1230 1230 1230
flow 2" 2" 2" 2" 2"

return 1" 1" 1/2 1" 1/2 1" 1/2 2"
expansion 

tank 1" 1" 1/2 1" 1/2 1" 1/2 1"

Chimney Ø mm 150 200 200 200 250

size

Sleeves

EN 303-5: 1999   Classe 3

MODEL KALORINA
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Biomass & Biofuels Boilers  

Solar Systems

The boilers are prepared for 
tele-assistance, on the 

control panel there is a USB 
port for PC connection.

To make use of tele-
assistance you must have a 
PC with internet connection.

With tele-assistance, if 
necessary, a technician from 
our office can interact with 
your boiler, and make any 
necessary adjustments. 
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Kalorina 2204/E Pellet with additional masonry hopper and 

motorized auger hopper for loading standard hopper comes 

with managing a minimum and maximum fuel

Esempio di applicazione dell’alimentatore snodato per 

stoccaggio diretto combustibile

On all models of series KALORINA/E PELLET we can apply a rotary 

stoker for direct storage of the material; the swivel arm 180° 3 m. 

length, can reach a silo made in masonry in the immediate proximities 

of the boiler (see example below).

All models of series KALORINA/M PELLET can be integrated with Solar Systems. The pattern on the side is just an example of integrated system; each 

installation can be can be customized to suit you. The integration of Kalorina with Solar Systems ensures a further reduction in costs for the production 

of hot water during the winter, and even at no cost during the summer.

Some of the fuels used.

N.B: THIS EXAMPLE IS PURELY INDICATIVE AS EACH SYSTEM HAS PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTICS THAT MUST BE EVALUED CASE BY CASE BY THE FITTER, SO THE COMPANY'S TATANO 

HASN'T RESPONSIBILITY FOR INSTALLATIONS NOT PERFECTED PERFORMED 
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Biomass & Biofuels Boilers  

Solar Systems
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Automatic ash 

discharge system 

Pellet - Great PowersKALOR/NA

Available with power from 130.000 kcal/h-151 kW 

to 500.000 Kcal/h-581kW

We realize models with higher power on demand

KALORINA PELLET is a Boiler for heating and the production of hot water and, using solid minced fuels from 

renewable energy sources: pellets, almond shells, filbert shells, pistachio shells, pine nuts shells. It produces 

energy at a low cost using natural fuels. It ensures a saving of up to 80% compared to the classical fuels. It is 

used in all sectors: agricultural, industrial and domestic. You can also use other fuels such as gas-oil, l.p.g. and 

methane, with a previous 

application of suitable 

b u r n e r  ( o p t i o n a l ) .  

KALORINA PELLET is 

entirely realized with 

material of good quality, 

thermally isolated with 

special elements, built 

respecting the lows in 

force, using the best and 

innovative technologies 

of avant-garde that make 

it particularly reliable. It 

also functions with larger 

bits of wood being fed 

through the loading door. 

T h e  c o m b u s t i o n  i s  

controlled by a control 

panel with electronic 

management. It is simple 

to install and to clean 

thanks to the predisposition for the automatic discharge of ash.

The company can change the size and the characteristics without notice and takes no responsibility for errors in transcription or printing

K2213 K2218 K2223 K2230 K2240 K2250

rated thermal power KW 151 209 267 348 465 581
Maximum allowable 
working pressure

bar 3 3 3 3 3 3

Class boiler 
efficiency

3 3 3 3 3 3

Maximum allowable 
working temperature 

°C 85 85 85 85 85 85

Water content l 520 720 920 1200 1600 2000
width 2280 2280 2280 3128 3128 3128

depth 1650 2030 2280 2235 2380 2710
height 1725 1725 1725 2218 2218 2218

flow 2" 2" 2" 3" 3" 3"

return 2" 2" 2" 3" 3" 3"
expansion 

tank
2" 2" 2" 3" 3" 3"

Chimney Ø mm 300 300 300 350 350 350

Sleeves

MODEL KALORINA

size
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Biomass & Biofuels Boilers  

Solar Systems

The boilers are prepared for tele-assistance, on the control panel there is a USB port for PC connection.
To make use of tele-assistance you must have a PC with internet connection.

With tele-assistance, if necessary, a technician from our office can interact with your boiler, and make any necessary adjustments. 


